ABSTRACT. We develop the non-commutative polynomial version of the invariant theory for the quantum general linear supergroup U q pgl m|n q. A non-commutative U q pgl m|n q-module superalgebra P k|l r|s is constructed, which is the quantum analogue of the supersymmetric algebra over C k|l b C m|n ' C r|s b pC m|n q˚. We analyse the structure of the subalgebra of U q pgl m|n q-invariants in P k|l r|s by using the quantum super analogue of Howe duality. The subalgebra of U q pgl m|n q-invariants in P k|l r|s is shown to be finitely generated. We determine its generators and establish a surjective superalgebra homomorphism from a braided supersymmetric algebra onto it. This establishes the first fundamental theorem of invariant theory for U q pgl m|n q.
seeks to describe the subalgebra of gl m|n -invariants of S k|l r|s . The first fundamental theorem (FFT) provides a finite set of generators for the subalgebra of invariants [7, 16, 29] , and the second fundamental theorem (SFT) describes the relations among the generators [17, 30] .
The aim of this paper is to develop quantum analogues of FFT and SFT of invariant theory for the quantum general linear supergroup U q pgl m|n q. The invariant theory of U q pgl m|n q in this non-commutative algebraic setting was poorly understood previously. In fact, even the SFT of invariant theory for U q pgl m q (the case n " 0) in this setting was unknown. The main issue hindering progress is that (super) commutative algebraic techniques used in classical invariant theory are no longer applicable to the quantum case, as all algebras involved now are not commutative.
In this paper, we construct a quantum analogue P k|l r|s of S k|l r|s , which forms a module superalgebra (defined in Section 2.3) over the quantum general linear supergroup. We investigate the subalgebra of U q pgl m|n q-invariants of P k|l r|s , which is again non-commutative. We construct a finite set of generators for the subalgebra of invariants, and determine the algebraic relations obeyed by the generators. These results amount to an FFT and SFT, which are respectively given in Theorem 4.6 (also see Theorem 4.21) and Theorem 5.15.
1.2. The first problem we need to address is the following, which is absent in the classical (i.e., non-quantum) case. Question 1.1. Find an appropriate quantum polynomial superalgebra P k|l r|s which has S k|l r|s as classical limit (q Ñ 1).
As discussed below, the problem in itself is highly nontrivial. We address it following ideas of reference [2] , where braided symmetric algebras were taken as quantum polynomial algebras. We generalise this notion to the super setting.
Given a Z 2 -graded vector space W , the braided supersymmetric algebra S q pW q (defined in Section 3.2) is viewed as the q-deformation of supersymmetric algebra SpW q, i.e., has SpW q as classical limit (q Ñ 1). Recall that SpW q and S q pW q are both Z`-graded. We say that S q pW q is a flat deformation of SpW q if dim SpW q N " dim S q pW q N for all integers N ě 0. Furthermore, if W is a module over a quantum general linear supergroup and S q pW q is a flat deformation, then W is called a flat module. However, a well known fact is that even in the quantum group case almost all the braided symmetric algebras are not flat deformations (cf. [2, 18] ), that is, they are "smaller" than the corresponding polynomial algebras. Little is known about braided supersymmetric algebras in the quantum super case. Here we will construct some flat deformations, which are useful for the study of invariant theory.
Let V m|n be the natural module for U q pgl m|n q, and similarly introduce V k|l and V r|s . Our preceding discussion suggests that P k|l r|s may be defined as the tensor product of S q pV k|l b V m|n q and S q pV r|s b pV m|n q˚q. Indeed, with some effort we will show that P k|l r|s defined in this way is a flat deformation of S k|l r|s . Yet the algebra structure of P k|l r|s is more subtle and needs to be defined properly.
The notion of module superalgebra is therefore brought into our picture, which is a generalisation of module algebra in the sense of [23, §4.1] . For instance, in our case S q pV k|l b V m|n q is an associative algebra carrying U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl m|n q-module structure, whose algebraic structure is preserved by the quantum supergroup action, and similarly for S q pV r|s b pV m|n q˚q. A useful observation originating from Hopf algebra theory (cf. [28, 18] ) is that the tensor product of two module superalgebras is again a module superalgebra, with the multiplication defined in Proposition 2.3. This implies that P k|l r|s is a module superalgebra, on which the two actions of U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q and U q pgl m|n q graded-commute with each other. The subspace of U q pgl m|n qinvariants in P k|l r|s is a subalgebra. Hence the "generators" of U q pgl m|n q-invariant subalgebra of P k|l r|s (i.e. FFT) makes sense in this context. However, the multiplication in P k|l r|s at the present stage is quite unwieldy to use, and furthermore, the U q pgl m|n q-action on P k|l r|s is non-semisimple. This makes it highly nontrivial to describe the invariants. To overcome these difficulties, we shall use known results on coordinate superalgebras [38] of quantum general linear supergroups following ideas of [18] . This enables us to give a new formulation of P k|l r|s in terms of generators and relations, and also characterise the module structure on P k|l r|s by using quantum Howe duality of type pU q pgl k|l q, U q pgl r|s qq.
1.3. We now briefly describe this new construction of P k|l r|s . Let π : U q pgl m|n q Ñ EndpV m|n q be the natural representation. We recall from [38] the coordinate superalgebra M m|n of the finite dual of U q pgl m|n q, which is generated by the matrix elements t ab defined by (2.7) and encodes the bi-superalgebra structure. By applying truncation procedure, we obtain the subalgebra M k|l r|s of M m|n with k, r ď m and l, s ď n, which is a module superalgebra over U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q.
Conversely, for any non-negative integers k, l, r, s we can define module superalgebra M k|l r|s analogously and embed it into the coordinate superalgebra M K|L with K " maxtk, ru and L " maxtl, su. Direct calculation shows that M k|l r|s is isomorphic to S q pV k|l b V r|s q as module superalgebra. All these arguments go through for M m|n and M k|l r|s , which are both generated by some matrix elements of the dual module pV m|n q˚, and the latter is isomorphic to the braided supersymmetric algebra S q ppV k|l q˚b pV r|s q˚q. Now we can define P To prove the flatness of P k|l r|s and analyse its module structure, we make extensive use of quantum Howe duality. It was noted in [38] that both M m|n and M m|n admit multiplicity-free decompositions as U q pgl m|n q b U q pgl m|n q-modules by a partial analogue of quantum Peter-Weyl theorem. We apply truncation procedure to M m|n (resp. M m|n ), producing a multiplicity-free decomposition of the subalgebra M k|l r|s (resp. M k|l r|s ) as U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q-module with k, r ď m and l, s ď n. This is called quantum Howe duality of type pU q pgl k|l q, U q pgl r|s(see Theorem 3.4 , and also [33, Theorem 2.2] ), where k, l, r, s can actually be any non-negative integers. Using this, we obtain the following results:
(1) P k|l r|s is a flat deformation of S k|l r|s ; (2) A PBW basis for M k|l r|s is constructed; (3) The quantum Howe duality on M k|l r|0 implies the quantum Schur-Weyl duality between U q pgl k|l q and the Hecke algebra H q prq.
In particular, we show that there are three flat U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q-modules V k|l b V r|s , pV k|l q˚b pV r|s q˚and V k|l b pV r|s q˚.
1.4. Now the following problem naturally arises. (FFT) and defining relations (SFT) . In particular, determine whether X k|l r|s is a quantum polynomial superalgebra or a quotient thereof.
As we have mentioned already, the U q pgl m|n q-invariant subalgebra X k|l r|s is non-commutative; there exist no results which can be readily applied to show that it is a (quotient of a) quantum polynomial superalgebra in the sense of Question 1.1.
Motivated by the approach in [18] , we show that the invariant subalgebra X k|l r|s is finitely generated, and construct the invariants explicitly using bi-superalgebra structure of the coordinate superalgebra. This amounts to the FFT; see Theorem 4.6. We want to mention that, due to the non-commutative nature of quantum polynomial superalgebra P k|l r|s , techniques from classical invariant theory based on commutative algebra fail in our case, especially those techniques addressing finite generation.
To fully explore the algebraic structure of X k|l r|s , we give a reformulation of FFT. Some elementary quadratic relations among invariants from X k|l r|s are obtained in Lemma 4.5, by which we are inspired to introduce an auxiliary quadratic superalgebra Ă M k|l r|s with the same relevant quadratic relations (defined in Section 4.3). This quadratic superalgebra Ă M k|l r|s is shown to be isomorphic to the braided supersymmetric algebra S q pV k|l b pV r|s q˚q as superalgebra, which similarly admits quantum Howe duality and is literally a flat deformation. The FFT is then reformulated in terms of the surjective superalgebra homomorphism Ψ by the two-sided ideal Ker Ψ Ker Ψ k|l r|s . Using quantum Howe duality, we show that Ker Ψ K|L as a U q pgl K|L q b U q pgl K|L qmodule admits multiplicity-free decomposition over all pK|Lq-hook partitions containing partition λ c " ppn`1q m`1 q; this is a special case of Corollary 4.22. This module structure can be used to characterise Ker Ψ K|L as a two-sided ideal of Ă M K|L , which we shall explain below.
1.5. Now our method relies essentially on some favourable properties of matrix elements of tensor representations of the quantum supergroup, by relating Ă M K|L to the coordinate superalgebra M K|L . By a partial analogue of the Peter-Weyl theorem, M K|L decomposes into a direct sum of subspaces T λ , which are spanned by matrix elements of the simple tensor modules L K|L λ for U q pgl K|L q. We prove in Theorem 5.5 that the two-sided ideal in M K|L generated by a single subspace T λ admits a multiplicity-free decomposition into direct sum of T γ over all pK, Lq-hook partitions γ containing λ. A key observation is that this result can be translated to the quadratic superalgebra Ă M K|L , though it is generally not isomorphic to M K|L as superalgebra. Consequently, the multiplicity-free decomposition of Ker Ψ K|L as a module indicates that Ker Ψ K|L is indeed generated by the direct summand r T λc corresponding to the minimal partition
Our SFT of invariant theory asserts that Ker Ψ k|l r|s as a two-sided ideal of Ă M k|l r|s is generated by the subspace r T λc X Ă M k|l r|s with λ c " ppn`1q m`1 q. In particular, we show that Ψ k|l r|s is an isomorphism if and only if m ě mintk, ru and n ě mintl, su, with a PBW basis constructed for X k|l r|s . This implies that the invariant subalgebra X k|l r|s is a quantum polynomial superalgebra isomorphic to Ă M k|l r|s in this case. These results are given in Theorem 5.15
1.6. We consider two special cases of our FFT and SFT of invariant theory for U q pgl m|n q. The quantum general linear group U q pgl m q is a special case of U q pgl m|n q with n " 0. We immediately obtain the generators of the subalgebra of invariants, recovering the FFT of invariant theory given in [18, Theorem 6.10] . The kernel of the surjective algebra homomorphism mentioned above is now generated by the subspace of r T λc with λ c " p1 m`1 q, which is shown to be spanned by pm`1qˆpm`1q quantum minors. Therefore, Theorem 6.6 and Theorem 6.8 together give a complete treatment for the non-commutative invariant theory for quantum general linear group, especially the SFT appears to be new.
The universal enveloping algebra Upgl m|n q is another special case, where q Ñ 1. Using the language of matrix elements, we provide a new approach to the FFT and SFT of invariant theory for gl m|n , which was originally obtained in [29, 30] . This is interesting in its own right.
1.7. There have been some earlier works on the non-commutative polynomial version of invariant theory for quantum groups.
The works [9, 10, 11] investigate the coinvariant theory for the quantum general linear (super) group, where they only consider the comodule structure on the underlying non-commutative polynomial algebra. The set of coinvarints in their setting is not a subalgebra and thus our notion of "generators" (FFT) and "relations" (SFT) is different from theirs.
In [18] it gives a general method to construct the quantum analogues of polynomial rings, by using module algebras and the braiding of quantum group arising from the universal R-matrix. Then the paper gives a complete treatment of FFT for each quantum group associated with a classical Lie algebra. However, there is no complete treatment of SFTs for quantum groups. One of our results in this paper is the SFT for U q pgl m q, which may shed light on the SFTs for the quantum orthogonal and symplectic groups. We also note that the FFT and SFT of invariant theory for quantum symplectic group are obtained in [28] , where the construction of underlying non-commutative polynomial algebra is a little ambiguous.
It was shown in [18, 33, 39] that (skew) Howe duality [12, 13] survives quantisation for the quantum general linear (super) group, and the resulting quantum Howe duality was applied to develop the q-deformed Segal-Shale-Weil representations. More recently, the quantum skew Howe dualities [3, 26, 25] were used in the categorification of representations of U q psl n q and U q pgl m|n q. Here we extend the quantum Howe duality of type pU q pgl k|l q, U q pgl restablished in [33] to type pU q pgl k|l q, U q pgl r|s qq, and simplify the original proof in [33] .
Another formulation of non-commutative invariant theory provides a description for the endomorphism algebra over quantum (super) groups. The paper [19] establishes a full tensor functor from the category of ribbon graphs to the category of finite dimensional representations of U q pgq with g " gl m|n , osppm|2nq, giving the FFT of invariant theory in this endomorphism algebra setting. However, very little was known previously about the non-commutative polynomial version of invariant theory for quantum supergroups.
QUANTUM GENERAL LINEAR SUPERGROUP
We shall work over the filed K :" Cpqq, where q is an indeterminate. For any vector superspace A " A0 ' A1, we let r s : A0 Y A1 ÝÑ Z 2 :" t0,1u be the parity map, that is, ras "ī if a P Aī. Tensor products of vector superspaces are again vector superspaces. We define the functorial permutation map
rasrbs b b a for homogeneous a P A and b P B, and generalise to inhomogeneous elements linearly. If A is an associative superalgebra, we define the super bracket r , s : A b A ÝÑ A such that rX, Y s :" XY´p´1q rXsrY s Y X.
2.1.
The quantum general linear supergroup U q pgl m|n q. Denote Z`" t0, 1, 2, . . . u. For any given m, n P Z`, let I m|n " t1, 2, . . . , m`nu and I 1 m|n " I m|n ztm`nu. Let tǫ a | a P I m|n u be the basis of a vector space with the non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form pǫ a , ǫ b q " p´1q ras δ ab , where ras "0 if a ď m and ras "1 otherwise. The roots of the general linear Lie superalgebra gl m|n are ǫ a´ǫb for a ‰ b in I m|n .
Definition 2.1. ([37])
The quantum general linear supergroup U q pgl m|n q is the unital associative K-superalgebra generated by the even generators:
and odd generators:
, E m`1,m s " 0, where E m´1,m`2 and E m`2,m´1 are determined recursively by
Note that rE a,b s " ras`rbs for any quantum root vector E a,b . It is well known that U q pgl m|n q has the structure of Hopf superalgebra with the following structural maps:
It should be pointed out that the antipode is a Z 2 -graded algebra anti-automorphism, i.e., Spxyq " p´1q rxsrys SpyqSpxq for homogeneous x, y P U q pgl m|n q. We will use Sweedler's notation for the co-multiplication, i.e., ∆pxq " ř pxq x p1q b x p2q for all x P U q pgl m|n q.
2.2.
Representations of U q pgl m|n q. Throughout this paper, we will consider only U q pgl m|n qmodules which are Z 2 -graded, locally finite and of type 1. A module is locally finite if any vector v satisfies dimpU q pgl m|n qvq ă 8; a module is of type 1 if the K a act semi-simply with eigenvalues q k (k P Z). The representation theory of U q pgl m|n q at generic q is quite similar to that of glpm|nq, which was treated systematically in [37] . In Appendix A, we briefly discuss the representation theory for U q pgl m|n q. Here we consider the tensor modules in detail following [38] .
Let V m|n be the natural U q pgl m|n q-module, which has the standard basis tv a | a P I m|n u such that rv a s " ras, and
Denote by π : U q pgl m|n q Ñ EndpV m|n q the corresponding representation of U q pgl m|n q relative to the standard basis of V m|n . Then (2.2) πpKȃ q " I`pq˘1 a´1 qe aa , a P I m|n
where e ab is the pa, bq-matrix unit of size pm`nqˆpm`nq. Given k P Z`, we consider the tensor power pV m|n q bk " V m|n b¨¨¨bV m|n (k factors), which acquires a U q pgl m|n q-module structure through the iterated co-multiplication ∆ pk´1q " pidˆ∆ pk´2with ∆ p1q " ∆. It is proved in [38] that pV m|n q bk is semi-simple for all k. To characterise their simple submodules, we define a subset Λ m|n of Zˆp
Such λ is referred to as pm, nq-hook partition, and |λ| " ř aPI m|n λ a is called the size of λ. We associate each λ P Λ m|n with λ 6 defined by i " #tλ j | λ j ě i, j P I m|n u is the transpose partition of λ, and xuy :" maxtu, 0u for any integer u. Observe that λ m`1 ď n if and only if λ 1 n`1 ď m. Now introduce the set Λ 6 m|n " tλ 6 | λ P Λ m|n u, and the subsets Λ 6 m|n pNq " tλ
We denote by L m|n λ the irreducible U q pgl m|n q-module with highest weight λ 6 P Λ 6 , that is, there exists a nonzero v P L m|n λ , the highest weight vector, such that 
Module superalgebras.
Recall that the Drinfeld version of U q pgl m|n q (defined over the power series ring Crrtss with q " expptq) admits a universal R matrix, which is an invertible even element in a completion of U q pgl m|n q b U q pgl m|n q satisfying the relations
where ∆ 1 is the opposite co-multiplication. It is well known that R satisfies the celebrated YangBaxter equation
Let V and W be two U q pgl m|n q-modules. It follows from (2.5) that the map
satisfies q R∆pxqpv b wq " ∆pxRpv b wq, thus gives rise to an isomorphism of U q pgl m|n q-modules. For the Jimbo version of the quantum general linear supergroup U q pgl m|n q (over K) under consideration here, there exists a canonical braiding in the category of locally finite U q pgl m|n qmodules of type 1, which plays the role of the universal R matrix.
In what follows, we shall make extensive use of module superalgebras over a Hopf superalgebra, which is a super analogue of module algebras in the sense of [23, §4.1], see also [18] . An associative superalgebra pA, µq with multiplication µ and identity 1 A is a U q pgl m|n q-module superalgebra if A is U q pgl m|n q-module with
for homogeneous elements a, b P A and x P U q pgl m|n q. Propsition 2.3. Let pA, µ A q and pB, µ B q be locally finite U q pgl m|n q-module superalgebras. Then A b B acquires a U q pgl m|n q-module superalgebra structure with the multiplication
where q R :" P R with P pa b bq " p´1q rasrbs b b a for any homogeneous a P A, b P B.
Proof. Let R " ř h α h bβ h . We have rα h s " rβ h s for all h since R is an even element in U q pgl m|n qb U q pgl m|n q. Then under the given multiplication, it follows that
for any homogeneous a 1 , b 1 , a 2 , b 2 P U q pgl m|n q. It is straightforward to check that for all homogeneous x P U q pgl m|n q,
where we have used the identity q R∆pxqpa b bq " ∆pxRpa b bq.
We write A b R B for the braided tensor product of module superalgebras A and B as defined in Proposition 2.3 to distinguish it from the usual tensor product A b K B.
Remark 2.4. Observe that the multiplication defined in this way is associative. Therefore, the U q pgl m|n q-module superalgebra structure on
Let A Uqpgl m|n q " ta P A | x.a " ǫpxqa, @x P U q pgl m|n qu be the subspace of U q pgl m|n q-invariants in the module superalgebra A. The following result is well known, see e.g. [ As a consequence, ab P A Uqpgl m|n q .
2.4.
Quantised function algebras on U q pgl m|n q.
2.4.1.
The bi-superalgebra M m|n . Let U q pgl m|n q˝:" tf P pU q pgl m|n qq˚| Kerf contains a cofinite ideal of U q pgl m|n qu be the finite dual [23] of U q pgl m|n q, which is a Hopf superalgebra with structure dualising that of U q pgl m|n q. We have the matrix elements t ab P U q pgl m|n q˝, a, b P I m|n , defined by [38] (2.7)
where π is the natural representation defined as in (2.2). We set the Z 2 -grading of t ab by rt ab s " ras`rbs. Consider the subalgebra M m|n of U q pgl m|n q˝generated by matrix elements t ab pa, b P I m|n q. The multiplication which M m|n inherits from U q pgl m|n q˝is given by
for all t, t 1 P M m|n and x P U q pgl m|n q. We proceed to give the relations of the generators t ab . Applying π b π to both sides of (2.5), we have
where R :" pπ b πqR, which is of the form [38] R " q where q a " q p´1q ras . It is easy to directly verify that the matrix R satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation.
Write R " 
rbs pq´q´1q for all a, b P I m|n . It follows from (2.9) that the generators t ab obey relations ÿ
which can be written more explicitly as (2.10) pt ab q 2 "0, ras`rbs "1,
It is worthy to note that M m|n has a bi-superalgebra structure with the co-multiplication and the co-unit given by
Remark 2.6. With the matrix notation T " ř a,bPI m|n e ab b t ab , relations (2.10) can be simply written in the form
where
pras`rbsqprcs`rdsq e ab b e cd b t ab t cd ; see [38] and [27] for details.
There exist two kinds of actions on M m|n , corresponding respectively to the left and right translations in the classical situation. We define the R-action by
Recall that there is an anti-automorphism w of U q pgl m|n q given by wpE a,a`1 q " E a`1,a , wpE a`1,a q " E a,a`1 , wpK a q " K a .
This and the antipode S respectively give rise to another two left actions L and r L (2.12)
The two actions L (or r L) and R graded-commute with each other, i.e., L x pR y pf" p´1q rxsrys R x pL y pf qq.
In addition, they preserve the algebraic structure of M m|n . Thus, M m|n is a module superalgebra over LpU q pgl m|nb RpU q pgl m|n qq. It admits the following multiplicity-free decomposition, which is a partial analogue of quantum Peter-Weyl theorem.
Theorem 2.7. ([38, Proposition 4])
As an LpU q pgl m|nb RpU q pgl m|n qq-module,
where Λ m|n is the set of pm, nq-hook partitions.
as r LpU q pgl m|nb RpU q pgl m|n qq-module.
2.4.2.
The Hopf superalgebra KrGL q pm|nqs. Following convention in [38] , we define elements t ab P U q pgl m|n q˝by xt ab , xy :"πpxq ab " p´1q rbspras`rbsq xt ba , Spxqy, @x P U q pgl m|n q, a, b P I m|n .
These are matrix elements of the dual vector representationπ of U q pgl m|n q acting on pV m|n q˚.
They generate a Z 2 -graded bi-algebra M m|n with the multiplication as in (2.8), and co-multiplication ∆ and co-unit ǫ given by
This is a U q pgl m|n q-module superalgebra with respect to left U q pgl m|n q-actions L, r L, R : U q pgl m|n qb M m|n Ñ M m|n similarly defined as in (2.11) and (2.12). Furthermore, M m|n admits the following decomposition as in Theorem 2.7.
Theorem 2.9. As an r
LpU q pgl m|nb RpU q pgl m|n qq-module,
Now we denote by KrGL q pm|nqs the subalgebra of U q pgl m|n q˝generated by all matrix elements t ab andt ab . The relations, besides (2.10), can be derived similarly from [38] pπ bπqpR∆pxqq " pπ bπqp∆ 1 pt ab q 2 "0, ras`rbs "1,
3. QUANTUM HOWE DUALITY OF TYPE pU q pgl k|l q, U q pgl r|s3.1. Quantum super analogue of Howe duality. We adopt the following notation for convenience. If G " tg 1 , . . . , g k u is a finite set of elements in U q pgl m|n q, we denote by xGy the linear span of the elements g i 1 g i 2 . . . g i N for all N P Z`and 1 ď i 1 , . . . , i N ď k, that is, xGy is subalgebra generated by G. Given integers 1 ď s, t ď m`n, we introduce the following subalgebra of
For any U q pgl m|n q-module V , we define the Υ u -invariant subspace of V by
and call this a truncation of V . The Υ v -invariant subspace V Υ v can be defined similarly. The following two lemmas will be crucial for our proof of quantum Howe duality. Proof. Note that U q pgl m|n´1 q is canonically embedded in U q pgl m|n q as the subalgebra generated by the elements E a,a`1 , E a`1,a , K˘1 b with 1 ď a ă m`n´1 and 1 ď b ď m`n´1. Thus we can consider the restriction of the
be the highest weight vector for U q pgl m|n q with the highest weight λ 6 (see (2.4)).
Then pL m|n λ q 0 " U q pgl m|n´1 qv λ forms an irreducible U q pgl m|n´1 q-module. Note that K m`n , which commutes with U q pgl m|n´1 q, acts on pL Denote by U q pn´q 0 the subalgebra of U q pgl m|n q generated by the elements E m`n,a with
In this case, we have pL Υ m`n´1 , we arrive at the assertion. . Then pΓ m|n λ q 0 :" U q pgl m´1|n qv λ is an irreducible U q pgl m´1|n q-module, where U q pgl m´1|n q is canonically embedded in U q pgl m|n q as the subalgebra generated by the elements E a,a`1 , E a`1,a , K˘1 b with 2 ď a ď m`n´1 and 2 ď b ď m`n. Now K 1 , which commutes with U q pgl m´1|n q, acts on pL m|n λ q 0 by multiplication by the scalar q xλm´ny . Denote by U q pn`q 0 the subalgebra of U q pgl m|n q generated by E 1,a , 2 ď a ď m`n, it follows that Γ m|n λ " U q pn`q 0 pΓ m|n λ q 0 . Thus, all the weights µ " pµ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ m`n q of Γ m|n λ satisfy µ 1 ě xλ m´n y.
Therefore, it is clear that pΓ Given integers k, l that 0 ď k ď m´1 and 0 ď l ď n´1, we define a new subalgebra of U q pgl m|n q by (3.1)
and then define the following truncation of M m|n :
Introduce the setÎ k|l :" ta | m´k`1 ď a ď m`lu, and similarly the setÎ r|s . Then the elements
Clearly, Υ k|l commutes with the subalgebra U q pgl k|l q. We obtain the following presentation for M k|l r|s .
Lemma 3.3.
The subalgebra M k|l r|s of M m|n is generated by tt ab | a PÎ k|l , b PÎ r|s u subject to the relevant relations of (2.10). The following theorem is the quantum Howe duality of type pU q pgl k|l q, U q pgl r|sapplied to the subalgebra M k|l r|s of M m|n with k, r ď m and l, s ď n, which is a generalisation of [33 
where Λ k|l (resp. Λ r|s ) is the set of pk|lq (resp. pr|sq) hook partitions.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, we have
By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2,
where the second isomorphism requires λ k`1 ď n and the last one λ k`1 ď l, yielding λ P Λ k|l . The same argument applies to pL Notation. We shall regard M k|l r|s as the superalgebra generated by t ab with a P I k|l and b P I r|s subject to relations of the form (2.10), as the two superalgebras are isomorphic.
Remark 3.6. We have following facts in the classical case (q Ñ 1):
(1) By specialising q to 1, relations (2.10) reduce to the supercommutative relations rt ab , t cd s " 0. In this case, we denote by M k|l r|s | q"1 the superalgebra over C generated by t ab . This superalgebra is isomorphic to the supersymmetric algebra 
λ . This will be used frequently in what follows.
As a quick application of the quantum Howe duality, we obtain an explicit PBW basis for M k|l r|s , which is a special case of [22, Theorem 1.14]. Let m " pm ab q, a P I k|l , b P I r|s be a pk`lqˆpr`sq supermatrix with parity assignment rm ab s " ras`rbs such that m ab P Z`whenever rm ab s "0 and m ab P t0, 1u whenever rm ab s "1. We denote by M k|l r|s the set of all such supermatrices m. Introduce a linear order ą for the pairs pa, bq such that (3.4) pa, bq ą pc, b`kq, pa, bq ą pa`k, bq, @k ą 0. Proof 
On the other hand, it follows from classical Howe duality for M k|l r|s | q"1 that
This proves the second identity.
We obtain the following PBW basis for superalgebra M Proof. We deduce from relations (2.10) that M k|l r|s is spanned by the set of given monomials, and hence it remains to show the linear independence. By Theorem 3.4, we have
which implies that
Combing this and Lemma 3.7, we obtain that
Since the monomials t m with |m| " N span the degree N homogeneous subspace pM k|l r|s q N , they must be linearly independent. This completes our proof.
We now turn to another formulation of M k|l r|s .
3.2.
Braided supersymmetric algebra and flat modules. Let V be a finite dimensional module over U q pgl m|n q, and R V,V P GLpV b V q be the associated R-matrix. Recall that q R V,V " P R V,V , where P is the graded permutation map (2.1). Then q R V,V P End Uqpgl m|n q pV b V q with
It is well-known that q R V,V acts on V b V semi-simply, and its eigenvalues are of the form˘q r with r P 1 2
Z. Thus q R V,V obeys a minimal characteristic polynomial of the form
We generalise braided symmetric algebra in the sense of [2] as follows.
Definition 3.9. Let V be Z 2 -graded finite-dimensional U q pgl m|n q-module. We define the braided supersymmetric algebra and braided superexterior algebra respectively by S q pV q " T pV q{xΛ 2 q pV qy, Λ q pV q " T pV q{xS 2 q pV qy, where T pV q is the tensor superalgebra of V and xIy is the 2-sided ideal generated by subset I Ă T pV q.
Let V | q"1 be the complex vector space spanned by the same basis elements as in V . The supersymmetric algebra SpV | q"1 q over C is Z`-graded, so is S q pV q. As a quotient module of T pV q, S q pV q encodes U q pgl m|n q-module structure which preserves the algebraic structure, and hence it is a module superalgebra.
Following [2] , we will call V flat module if and only if dim K S q pV q N " dim C SpV | q"1 q N for all N P Z`, and S q pV q is called the flat deformation of SpV | q"1 q. The flat deformation S q pV q acts as quantum analogue of supersymmetric algebra. However, other than natural modules, flat modules are extremely rare even in the quantum group case; see [18, §2.2] .
We now give some concrete examples of flat modules. Let V k|l be the natural representation for U q pgl k|l q with the standard weight basis tv i u iPI k|l . Then q R V k|l ,V k|l gives an automorphism of V k|l b V k|l with the action
The tensor product V k|l b V k|l can be decomposed as direct sum of two irreducible U q pgl k|l qsubmodules,
The basis for S 2 q pV k|l q is given by
while the basis for Λ 2 q pV k|l q is 
Propsition 3.10. Let k, l P Z`, we have
(1) As a superalgebra, M k|l 1|0 -S q pV k|l q, which is generated by x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k`l with parity assignments rx i s " ris and defining relations
(2) The natural representation V k|l is flat, and S q pV k|l q " À N PZ`S q pV k|l q N , where S q pV k|l q N is the irreducible U q pgl k|l q-module with the highest weight Nǫ 1 .
Proof. The relations for S q pV k|l q in Part (1) come from (3.8) , and the isomorphism is given by t i1 Þ Ñ x i for 1 ď i ď k`l. By Theorem 3.4, as U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl 1|0 q -U q pgl k|l q module,
where the sum is over all one-row Young diagrams. For any one-row Young diagram λ with N boxes, we obtain S q pV k|l q N -L k|l λ and
Thus, V k|l is a flat U q pgl k|l q-module.
The following proposition will not be used later, but is interesting in its own right. Recall that Manin [22] introduced two multiparameter quantum superspaces A q and Aq of superdimensions pk|lq. In the one-parameter case A q -M k|l 1|0 as superalgebras, while Aq -M k|l 0|1 as shown in the following proposition. Propsition 3.11. Let k, l P Z`, we have (1) As a superalgebra, M k|l 0|1 -Aq , which is generated by ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ k`l with parity assignments rξ i s " ris`1 and defining relations
(2) Aq " À N PZ`p AN , where pAN is the irreducible U q pgl k|l q-module with the highest weight ř N i"1 ǫ i if N ă k, and
Proof. This can be proved similarly as in Proposition 3.10.
The following proposition gives the second formulation of the module superalgebra M k|l r|s via the braiding operator on V k|l b V r|s .
Propsition 3.12. Let V k|l and V r|s be natural modules of U q pgl k|l q and U q pgl r|s q, respectively.
(1) As a superalgebra, M k|l r|s -S q pV k|l b V r|s q. (2) As a U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q-module,
In particular, V k|l b V r|s is a flat U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q-module.
Proof
k|l and V r|s , respectively. Define the permutation map P 23 : U b U Ñ U b U of two middle factors by
Therefore, the R-matrix of U q pgl k|lˆg l r|s q acting on U bU is q
2 "0, ris`ras "1,
x ja x ia "p´1q pris`rasqprjs`rasa x ia x ja , j ą i,
x ja x ib "p´1q pris`rbsqprjs`rasq x ib x ja , j ą i, a ă b,
x jb x ia "p´1q pris`rasqprjs`rbsq x ia x jb p´1q risprjs`rbsq`rjsrbs pq´q´1qx ib x ja , j ą i, b ą a.
It is straightforward to verify that the assignment t ia Þ Ñ p´1q risras x ia preserves defining relations, which becomes the superalgebra isomorphism between M k|l r|s and S q pV k|l b V r|s q. Thus we have
while by Remark 3.6 in the classical case (q Ñ 1)
r|s is a flat U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q-module. For part (2) , it is easy to see that S q pV k|l b V r|s q acquires a U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q-module structure through the isomorphism given in part (1) . Thus the decomposition in part (2) follows from Theorem 3.4.
Remark 3.13. We immediately recover the following dualities:
(1) (skew pU q pgl k q, U q pgl s qq-duality, [18, Theorem 6.16]) As U q pgl k q b U q pgl s q-module,
where the first isomorphism follows from the defining relations of these two algebras (see [18, Proposition 6 .14]), and the second one has used the isomorphism L as U q pgl s|0 q-modules (see part (1) of Proposition A.4). Note U q pgl s q :" U q pgl s|0 q. (2) (pU q pgl k q, U q pgl r qq-duality, [18, Theorem 6.4] and [39] ) As U q pgl k q b U q pgl r q-module,
(3) (pU q pgl k|l q, U q pgl r qq-duality, [33, Theorem 2.2]) As U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r q-module, In particular, pV k|l q˚b pV r|s q˚is a flat U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q-module.
Proof. We only give a sketch of the proof, as it is similar to that of Proposition 3.12. Let vi , i P I r|s , be standard weight basis for pV k|l q˚. Then q R pV r|s q˚,pV r|s q˚a cts on pV r|s q˚b pV r|s q˚by (3.10) q R pV r|s q˚,pV r|s q˚p vi b vj q "
Let U " pV k|l q˚b pV r|s q˚and P 23 be graded the permutation of two middle factors in U b U. Then we have
The bases for S 2 q ppV r|s q˚q and Λ 2 q ppV r|s q˚q are given respectively by tvi b vi , 1 ď i ď r, vi b vjp´1 q risrjs q´1vj bvi , 1 ď i ă j ď r`su and tvi bvi , r`1 ď i ď r`s, vi bvj´p´1q risrjs qvj bvi , 1 ď i ă j ď r`su. Now we can determine the quadratic relations for S q pU q " T pUq{Λ 2 q pU q as follows: px ia q 2 "0, ris`ras "1,
x ja x ia "p´1q pris`rasqprjs`rasq q´1 a x ia x ja , j ą i,
Here x ia :" vi b vå . The isomorphism between M k|l r|s and S q pU q is given byt ia Þ Ñ p´1q risras x ia . The multiplicity-free decomposition is also clear from this isomorphism and Remark 3.5. Recall that the Hecke algebra H q prq of the symmetric group is the unital K-algebra with generators H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H r´1 subject to relations (3.11) pH i´q qpH i`q´1 q " 0, 1 ď i ď r´1,
It is well known that the Hecke algebra H q prq and the symmetric group algebra KSym r are isomorphic as associative algebras (cf. [15] ). Therefore, the irreducible representations of H q prq are also indexed by partitions λ $ r.
Let V k|l be the natural module for U q pgl k|l q with the standard basis tv a u aPI k|l . Then there is a natural action of H q prq on pV k|l q br defined by
for all 1 ď i ď r. This action is well defined following (3.6) and the quadratic relation (3.9), thus leads to the algebra homomorphism
The quantum super analogue of Schur-Weyl duality (see , e.g. [21, 8] ) states that this is actually an epimorphism.
Theorem 3.16. (Schur-Weyl duality) Let V
k|l be the natural representation of U q pgl k|l q. As U q pgl k|l qb H q prq-module, pV k|l q br has the following multiplicity-free decomposition, The superalgebra algebraic structure of P k|l r|s can be described as follows.
Lemma 4.3. Let T ai " t ai b 1 and T bj " 1 bt bj with a P I k|l , b P I r|s and i, j P I m|n . Then P k|l r|s is generated by the elements T ai and T bj subject to the following relations for all a P I k|l , b P I r|s and i, j P I m|n :
T ai satisfy the relevant relations for t ai in (2.10), T bi satisfy the relevant relations for t bi in (2.18),
rbspras`risq`rasrjs pq´q´1qT aj T bj .
Proof. All the statements in the lemma are obvious except the last two relations, which require proof. Note that they are equivalent to
pras`risqprbs`rb 1 sq`pris`rjs`rb 1 sqprjs`rb 1 sq pR´1q j a 1
Let R " ř h α h b β h P U q pgl m|n q b U q pgl m|n q be the universal R matrix. It follows from Proposition 2.3 that
where we have the R-actions
pras`ra 1 sqpris`ra 1 sq`prβ h s`ris`rasqrβ h s t aa 1 xt a 1 i , β h y,
prbs`rb 1 sqprb 1 s`rjsq`prα h s`rjs`rbsqrα h s`rjsprjs`rb 1 sqt bb 1 xt jb 1 , Spα h qy.
Recall R´1 " ř h Spα h q b β h and R´1 " pπ b πqR´1 " We want to study the subalgebra of U q pgl m|n q-invariants in P k|l r|s (cf. Lemma 2.5). Let Uqpgl m|n q " tf P P k|l r|s | xpf q " ǫpxqf, @x P U q pgl m|n qu.
We define the following elements in P k|l r|s by
for all a P I k|l and b P I r|s . The Z 2 -gradation is given by rX ab s " ras`rbs. 
Lemma 4.4. The elements
T ai X bc´p´1 q pras`risqprbs`rcsq X bc T ai " p´1q rcspras`rbsq`rasrbs pq´q´1qT bi X ac , a ą b,
(2) The elements X ab P X k|l r|s , a P I k|l , b P I r|s satisfy the following relations (4.8)
pX ab q 2 "0, ras`rbs "1,
Proof. The proof for part (1) is rather involved as there are many cases to consider, even though all are quite similar. We illustrate the proof by using the third relation in part (1) as an example. Using relations (4.1), we obtain
On the other hand, we have
rbsprcs`rjsq`pras`risqprcs`rjsq T bj T ai T cj .
Straightforward calculation shows that
T ai X bc´p´1 q pras`risqprbs`rcsq X bc T ai " p´1q rcspras`rbsq`rasrbs pq´q´1qT bi X ac , a ą b.
Now we turn to part (2), which is an easy consequence of part (1). For instance, if ras`rbs "1,
Hence pX ab q 2 " 0 in this case. The remaining relations can be proved in a similar way.
The following is one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 4.6. (FFT for U q pgl m|n q) The invariant subalgebra X k|l r|s is generated by the elements X ab with a P I k|l and b P I r|s . Remark 4.7. The special case with n " 0 of the theorem is the FFT of invariant theory for the quantum general linear group [18] . One can also recover from this theorem the FFT of invariant theory for the general linear Lie superalgebra [16, 29, 30] by specialising q to 1. These points will be discussed in Section 6.
Proof of FFT.
The proof of Theorem 4.6 will be divided into two cases based on the following lemma. 
as LpU q pgl k|lb r LpU q pgl r|s qq-module.
Proof. By Definition 4.1 and Theorem 3.4, we obtain that as a LpU q pgl k|lb RpU q pgl m|nb r LpU q pgl r|sb RpU q pgl m|n qq-module,
It follows that X Motivated by the approach to FFT of invariant theory in [18] , we are in a position to deal with the following two cases respectively:
‚ m ě maxtk, ru and n ě maxtl, su; ‚ m ă maxtk, ru or n ă maxtl, su.
4.2.1.
The case m ě maxtk, ru and n ě maxtl, su. In this case, one immediately obtains
(m ě maxtk, ru and n ě maxtl, su is only a sufficient condition for this equation.) Viewing M 
for any homogeneous components of degree N. We only need to show that r ∆pM k|l r|s q Ď X k|l r|s , since the identity follows from the injectivity of r ∆. Now for any x P U q pgl m|n q and f P M Note that we have used the identity ∆pSpf" ř pf q p´1q rf p1q srf p2q s Spf p2q qbSpf p1q q. Thus, we obtain x r ∆pf q " ÿ pf q p´1q rf p1q srxs ǫpxqf p1q b Spf p2" ǫpxq r ∆pf q, completing our proof. The second claim is easy to see by the antipode S in (2.17).
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.6, we need the following key lemma. 
In particular, for any degree N (N P Z`) graded component of M Proof 
with sgn " p´1q pras`ra 1 sqpra 1 s`rbsq`prcs`rc 1 sqprc 1 s`rdsq`prcs`rc 1 sqpra 1 s`rbsq . Using the matrix form of R´1 in (4.3), we obtain that xt a 1 b b t c 1 d , R´1y " 0 unless a 1 , c 1 PÎ r|s . In general, for any ordered mono-
we have xf b g, R´1y " 0 unless a i , c i PÎ r|s by the defining property of R (2.6). To prove part (2), we need the following technical lemma. We postpone the proof of Lemma 4.12 to the end. Let R "
The sum is over pf q, pgq, h such that rα h s " rf p2q s, rβ h s " rg p2q s and rf p2q s`rg p2q s "0 since xSpf p2q q, α h yxg p2q , β h y " p´1q rf p2q srg p2q s xf p2q b g p2q , R´1y.
Using the second identity in Lemma 4.12, we obtain r ∆pf q r ∆pgq " ÿ pf q,pgq p´1q rf p3q sprg p1q s`rg p2q sq`rg p1q srg p2q s`rf p3q srg p3q s f p1q g p1q Spg p3q f p3q qxf p2q b g p2q , R´1y
" ÿ pf q,pgq p´1q rf p3q sprg p1q s`rg p2q sq`rg p1q srg p2q s f p1q g p1q Spf p2q g p2q qxf p3q b g p3q , R´1y
" ÿ pf q,pgq p´1q rf p2q srg p1q s r ∆pf p1q g p1q qxf p2q b g p2q , R´1y
" r ∆˝µ˝̟pf b gq.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.11.
Remark 4.13. Part (2) of Lemma 4.11 implies that the K-linear map r ∆ is not a superalgebra homomorphism.
Proof of Lemma 4.12. For our purpose, we only prove the second identity, while the first one can be proved in the same way. Let R´1 " ř h Spα h q b β h , then from (2.5) we have ∆pxqR´1 " R´1∆ 1 pxq, which implies that for all x P U q pgl m|n q ÿ
Now applying f b g b 1 to both sides of the above equation, we obtain the left hand side LHS " ÿ pxq,pf q,pgq,h sgn xf p1q , x p1q yxf p2q , Spα h qyxg p1q , x p2q yxg p2q , β h y x p3q ,
with sgn " p´1q rα h srx p2q s`rf p2q srx p1q s`rg p2q srx p2q s`prg p1q s`rg p2q sqprx p1q s`rα h sq . The sum is over pxq, pf q, pgq, h such that rx p1q s " rf p1q s, rα h s " rf p2q s, rx p2q s " rg p1q s, rβ h s " rg p2q s and rf p2q s`rg p2q s "0, yielding LHS " ÿ pxq,pf q,pgq p´1q rg p1q srf p2q s xf p1q g p1q , x p1q yx p2q xf p2q b g p2q , R´1y.
The right hand side can be simplified in a similar way, and hence we obtain the equality ÿ pf q,pgq,pxq p´1q rf p2q srg p1q s xf p1q g p1q , x p1q yx p2q xf p2q b g p2q , R´1y
" ÿ pf q,pgq,pxq p´1q prg p1q s`rg p2q sqrf p2q s xg p2q f p2q , x p1q yx p2q xf p1q b g p1q , R´1y.
We view f p1q g p1q and g p2q f p2q as linear functions on U q pgl m|n q. Applying the co-unit ǫ to both sides on x p2q and using ř pxq x p1q ǫpx p2" x, we obtain our assertion in the lemma. Now we prove Theorem 4.6 in the case that m ě maxtk, ru and n ě maxtl, su.
Proof of Theorem 4.6. We use induction on the degree N of pM .2). Explicitly, we define the following commutative subalgebras respectively by Υ
Then we obtain Using the fact that LpU q pgl k|lb r LpU q pgl r|sgraded-commutes with the U q pgl m|n q-action on P Lemma 4.14. There are following assertions:
(1) As a LpU q pgl u|vb r LpU q pgl u|v qq-module, X u|v has a multiplicity-free decomposition
(2) X u|v is generated by X ab with a, b P I u|v . 
LpU q pgl u|vhighest weight vectors of the same weight, as there is a natural embedding U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q Ě U q pgl u|v q b U q pgl u|v q. Therefore, X k|l r|s is generated by X u|v as LpU q pgl k|lb r LpU q pgl r|s qq-module.
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 4.6.
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Note that X u|v is Z`-graded by setting deg X ab " 1 for all a, b P I u|v . By Lemma 4.14, we use induction on the degree N homogeneous component of X u|v to show that LpU q pgl k|lb r LpU q pgl r|s qq¯pX u|v q N is generated by elements X ab with a P I k|l , b P I r|s . It is obvious for the case N " 1. In general, let XY P X u|v with degpXY q " N ą 1. Then it is clear that for any homogeneous x P U q pgl k|l q and y P U q pgl r|s q pL x b r L y qpXY q " ÿ pxq,pyq p´1q rx p2q sry p1q s`prx p2q s`ry p2q sqrXs pL x p1q b r L y p1q qpXqpL x p2q b r L y p2q qpY q.
Since both the Z`-gradations of X and Y are less than N, our claim follows by induction.
Reformulation of FFT.
As in classical case, we shall reformulate the polynomial FFT for U q pgl m|n q in terms of superalgebra homomorphism.
In view of the linear order ą defined in (3.4), we define monomials Remark 4.20. For any m " pm ab q, n " pn ab q P M k|l r|s , we set m`n " pm ab`nab q. By relations (4.14), r t m r t n " p´1q
where X P Crq, q´1sT , and δ 1 , δ 2 P Z (which depend on m and n). Here r t m`n " 0 if m ab`nab " 2 for some ras`rbs "1.
We reformulate the FFT of invariant theory for U q pgl m|n q as follows. 
as U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q-module. In particular, V k|l b pV r|s q˚is a flat U q pgl k|l q b U q pgl r|s q-module (in the sense of Section 3.2).
5.1. Algebraic structure of M K|L . We shall recall a well-known fact. Suppose that K, L P Zà nd V is a left U q pgl K|L q-module, then it has a canonical structure of a right KrGL q pK|Lqs-comodule with structure map
(Recall that KrGL q pK|Lqs " M K|L M K|L , which is isomorphic to the coordinate superalgebra of U q pgl K|L q as mentioned in Remark 2.10.) Using Sweedler's notation, we write δpvq " ř pvq v p0q b v p1q . Then we obtain ÿ pvq v p0q xv p1q , xy " p´1q rxsrvs xv, @x P U q pgl K|L q, v P V.
Therefore, the comodule structure induces the original module structure in the canonical way and vice versa. Let λ P Λ K|L be a pK, Lq-hook partition and pL λ , π λ q be an irreducible representation of U q pgl K|L q with the highest weight λ 6 . Define the elements t λ ab P U q pgl K|L q˝by xt
We write T λ for the subspace spanned by these elements t λ ab . Then it follows form Proposition 2.2 that T λ Ă M K|L , and L λ naturally affords the right and left KrGL q pK|Lqs-comodule structure, which are given respectively by
where v λ a pa " 1, 2, . . . , dim K L λ q is a basis for L λ . Note that T λ is independent of the choices of basis for L λ .
Lemma 5.1. As a two-sided
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.7.
For any two left irreducible U q pgl K|L q-modules L λ and L µ , we may form the tensor product L λ b L µ , which encodes the right KrGL q pK|Lqs-comodule structure with
Therefore, the product T λ T µ is nothing but the subspace of M K|L spanned by the matrix elements of the left U q pgl K|L q-module L λ b L µ . Propsition 5.2. As a two-sided KrGL q pK|Lqs-comodule, T λ T µ admits the following multiplicity-free decomposition
Proof. This is immediate from the tensor product decomposition of L λ b L µ , since each T γ is the irreducible two-sided M K|L -comodule spanned by the matrix coefficients of L γ , and
Remark 5.3. The Littlewood-Richardson coefficient N γ λ,µ can be obtained by using super duality due to [5] .
Corollary 5.4. Let λ be a pK, Lq-hook partition. Then we have
where N λ,p1q is the set of all pK, Lq-hook Young diagrams obtained by adding one box to λ.
We denote by xT λ y K|L the two-side ideal in M K|L generated by T λ . For any two-sided ideal I Ď M K|L , we call I the KrGL q pK|Lqs-comodule ideal if it affords two-sided KrGL q pK|Lqs-comodule structure. Then xT λ y K|L is the minimal two-sided KrGL q pK|Lqs-comodule ideal containing T λ , and every two-sided KrGL q pK|Lqs-comodule ideal is the sum of ideals of the form xT λ y K|L . Following [6] , we will say that a set Λ Ď Λ K|L is a diagrammatic ideal if γ 1 P Λ and γ 2 Ě γ 1 imply γ 2 P Λ. Then Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.6 yield Propsition 5.7. There is a bijective correspondence between diagrammatic ideals and two-sided KrGL q pK|Lqs-comodule ideas of M K|L , which is given by
I Ñ tγ | T γ Ď Iu, for all two-sided KrGL q pK|Lqs-comodule ideas I.
5.2.
Algebraic structure of M k|l r|s . Suppose that k, l, r, s are non-negative integers. Let K " maxtk, ru, L " maxtl, su and write M K|L :" M K|L K|L for the bi-superalgebra generated by matrix elements t ab with a P I K|L , b P I K|L subject to the relations (2.10). Write 
where N λ,µ is defined as in Proposition 5.2.
Proof. Since π k|l r|s is an algebra homomorphism, we apply it to both sides of (5.1) and hence
where the last equation is the result of (5.4).
We denote by x π T λ y k|l r|s the two-sided ideal in M k|l r|s generated by π T λ .
Propsition 5.9. Let λ P Λ k|l X Λ r|s Ď Λ K|L . Then x π T λ y k|l r|s as LpU q pgl k|lb RpU q pgl r|s qq-module admits the following multiplicity-free decomposition
Proof. Applying π k|l r|s to both sides of (5.2), we obtain
where the last equation follows from (5.4). 
where σ acts on the sequence I naturally. The Schur-Weyl duality gives the multiplicity-free decomposition of the tensor product
as CSym N b Upgl K|L q-module, where S λ stands for the simple CSym N -module associated to λ. We recall some combinatorics on tableaux. A standard λ-tableau is obtained by filling the Young diagram of λ with integers 1, . . . , N such that these entries increase down columns and along rows. We denote by Rptq and Cptq respectively the row and column stabilisers in Sym N . Define the Young symmetriser on t by y t :" ř σPRptq,τ PCptq p´1q ℓpτ q στ. Let I be a sequence of elements from I K|L of length N. A t-semistandard sequence I is obtained by filling the tableau t with elements from I, replacing each element a by i a P I (1 ď a ď N) , in such a way that the elements of t do not decrease from left to right and downward, the even elements strictly increase along columns, while the odd elements strictly increase along rows. The following result is well known [1, 30] . Propsition 6.3. Let λ P Λ K|L with size |λ| " N and t be any fixed standard λ-tableau,
is a simple Upgl K|L q-module with a basis ty t v I | I is a t-semistandard sequenceu. Let λ P Λ K|L with size |λ| " N. Given any two sequences I " pi 1 , i 2 , . . . , i N q P IˆN K|L , J " pj 1 , j 2 , . . . , j N q P IˆN K|L , we define an element in M K|L | q"1 by
Then pC K|L q bN carries the right GLpK|Lq :" M K|L | q"1 M K|L | q"1 -comodule structure with the following structure map
As a direct summand of pC K|L q bN , L K|L λ | q"1 is a GLpK|Lq-comodule with structure map δpy t v I q " ř J y t v J b a J P t pI, Jq, where I, J are t-semistandard sequences and a J is a scalar multiple. The P t pI, Jq's are matrix elements of L K|L λ | q"1 which can be written explicitly as follows: (6.4) P t pI, Jq " ÿ σPRptq,τ PCptq p´1q ℓpτ q cpI, pστ q´1qT pστ I, Jq, where cpI, pστ q´1q is determined by (6.3). Particularly, T λc | q"1 is spanned by elements P t pI, Jq on a fixed tableau t of shape λ c . We now arrive at the SFT of invariant theory for Upgl m|n q. 
where ℓ is the length function of the symmetric group Sym N , and a, b P Ξ N , c P Ξ ą N are sequences of length N from the following sets (6.7)
Lemma 6.7. The subspace r T p1 m`1 q of Ă M K,K is spanned by quantum minors r ∆pa, cq with a P Ξ m`1 , c P Ξ
Proof. It is easily verified that φ : M K,K Ñ Ă M K,K is an associative algebra isomorphism given by φpt ab q " r t a,K`1´b . This in particular induces φpT p1 m`1" r T p1 m`1 q , since by Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 4.19 both M K,K and Ă M K,K admit multiplicity-free decomposition and T p1 m`1 q and r T p1 m`1 q are both isomorphic to L K p1 m`1 q b L K p1 m`1 q . We only need to prove that T p1 m`1 q is spanned by quantum minors ∆pa, bq with a, b P Ξ m`1 . Once this is completed, we deduce that r T p1 m`1 q is spanned by r ∆pa, cq " φp∆pa, bqq with c " pK`1´b 1 , . . . , K`1´b m`1 q P Ξ ą m`1 . We now claim that quantum minors ∆pa, bq are matrix elements of L K m`1 which span T p1 m`1 q . Recall that quantum exterior algebra Λ q pV K q is generated by the elements ξ a , 1 ď a ď K with relations ξ 2 a " 0, @a and ξ a ξ b "´q´1ξ b ξ a , a ą b. The quantum skew Howe duality in Remark 3.13 gives rise to the multiplicity-free decomposition Λ q pV K q " À K N "0 Λ q pV K q N (see also [18, Theorem 6.16] ), where
N q is the irreducible U q pgl K q-module with the highest weight ř N i"1 ǫ i , with the basis given by ξ a :" ξ a 1 ξ a 2 . . . ξ a N , a P Ξ N . Observe that Λ q pV K q is a KrGL q pKqs " M K,K M K,K -comodule with the structure map δ : Λ q pV K q Ñ KrGL q pKqs b Λ q pV K q, ξ a Þ Ñ It is easy to see that δpξ a q " ř bPΞ N ∆pa, bq b ξ b for any a P Ξ N ; this implies that ∆pa, bq are matrix elements of L K p1 N q . Our claim follows by letting N " m`1. Theorem 6.8. (SFT for U q pgl m q) Let Ψ k,r : Ă M k,r Ñ X k,r be the surjective algebra homomorphism.
(1) As a two-sided ideal of Ă M k,r , Ker Ψ k,r is generated by quantum minors r ∆pa, cq with a " pa 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m`1 q, 1 ď a 1 ă a 2 ă¨¨¨ă a m`1 ď k, c " pc 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m`1 q, r ě c 1 ą c 2 ą¨¨¨ą c m`1 ě 1.
(2) Ψ k,r is an isomorphism if and only if m ě mintk, ru. In this case, X k,r is a quadratic algebra generated by X ab , 1 ď a ď k, 1 ď b ď r subject to relations in Lemma 6.5 , and it has a PBW basis t ś ą pa,bq X m ab ab | m P M k|0 r|0 u. Proof. Using Theorem 5.15 and (6.5), we only need to show part (1) . Now the restriction subspace π T p1 m`1 q is spanned by the elements π k,r p r ∆pa, cqq with a P Ξ m`1 , c P Ξ ą m`1 . By the definition of π k,r , part (1) is clear since r ∆pa, cq will be killed by π k,r unless a, c satisfy the condition given in the theorem. APPENDIX A. HIGHEST WEIGHT REPRESENTATIONS OF U q pgl m|n q A.1. Basics on glpm|nq. We collect some well known results on the general linear Lie superalgebra gl m|n over C. This Lie superalgebra can be realised as a set of pm`nqˆpm`nq complex super matrices equipped with the Lie super bracket as given in Section 2 (see [14] ). Let h be the Cartan subalgebra of gl m|n consisting of all diagonal matrices and tǫ i u 1ďiďm`n be the basis for h˚ dual to the basis te ii u 1ďiďm`n of h. We denote by E m|n the m`n-dimensional vector space over R with a basis tǫ i u 1ďiďm`n . Alternatively, we may use δ µ :" ǫ i`µ for 1 ď µ ď n. We endow the basis elements with a total order ă , which is called admissible order if ǫ i ă ǫ i`1 and δ µ ă δ µ`1 for all i, µ. As an example, we will consider the following two orders (A.1) natural order : ǫ 1 ǫ 2 ¨¨¨ ǫ m δ 1 δ 2 ¨¨¨ δ n , filpped order : δ 1 δ 2 ¨¨¨ δ n ǫ 1 ǫ 2 ¨¨¨ ǫ m .
Fix an admissible order and let E 1 ă E 2 ă¨¨¨ă E m`n be the ordered basis of E m|n . We define a symmetric non-degenerate bilinear form on E m|n by (A.2) pǫ i , ǫ j q " p´1q θ δ ij , pδ µ , δ ν q "´p´1q θ δ µν , pǫ i , δ µ q " pδ µ , ǫ i q " 0, where θ P t0, 1u such that pE 1 , E 1 q " 1.
The set Φ ă of roots of gl m|n can be realised as a subset of E m|n with an admissible order ă. Explicitly, each choice of a Borel subalgebra of gl m|n corresponds to a choice of positive roots pΦ ă q`, and hence a fundamental system Π ă " tα 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m`n´1 u of simple roots, where α i " E i´Ei`1 for 1 ď i ă m`n´1. The Weyl group conjugacy classes of Borel subalgebras correspond bijectively to the admissible ordered bases of E m|n .
Let b ă be the Borel subalgebra of gl m|n corresponding to the admissible order ă. In the matrix form, we have b ă " Span C te ij | E i ĺ E j u. Given an pm, nq-hook partition λ, we write We use odd reflections to translate between various highest weights of irreducible modules arising from different admissible orders. Two ordered bases for E m|n are called adjacent if they are identical except for a switch of a neighbouring pair E i and E i`1 with E i P tǫ 1 , ǫ 2 , . . . , ǫ m u and E i`1 P tδ 1 , δ 2 , . . . , δ n u. For example, tǫ 1 ă ǫ 2 ă δ 1 ă δ 2 u and tǫ 1 ă 1 δ 1 ă 1 ǫ 2 ă 1 δ 2 u are adjacent ordered bases for E 2|2 . For two adjacent ordered bases which differ at i and i`1, the corresponding positive root systems are related by pΦ ă 1 q`" tpΦ ă q`ztα i uu Y t´α i u with α i " E i´Ei`1 .
It was discovered by Serganova that
In particular, we can apply a sequence of odd reflections to the natural order and then obtain the flipped order , yielding Propsition A.1. The b -highest weight λ for L λ is given by λ " λ 1 1 δ 1`¨¨¨`λ 1 n δ n`x λ 1´n yǫ 1`¨¨¨`x λ m´n yǫ m . We use the pair pgl m|n , Π ă q to denote the general Lie superalgebra gl m|n furnished with fundamental system Π ă arising from admissible order ă. Then it is worthy to note that pgl m|n , Π q " pgl n|m , Π q, and Proposition A.1 implies that the irreducible pgl m|n , Π q-module L λ , viewed as pgl n|m , Π q-module, has the highest weight pλ 1 q 6 " λ as given in Proposition A.1.
For our purpose, we shall determine the lowest weight of L λ . We consider the following fundamental system Π L Π L :" tδ n´δn´1 , δ n´1´δn´2 , . . . , δ 1´ǫm , ǫ m´ǫm´1 , . . . , ǫ 2´ǫ1 u, which is conjugate to Π under Weyl group of gl m|n . Precisely, let w k be the longest element in the symmetric group Sym k such that w k piq " k`1´i, 1 ď i ď k for any k P Z`. Then Π L " w m w n Π , where w m acts on all ǫ i and w n acts on all δ µ by permuting subscripts. The corresponding Borel subalgebra b L , which is conjugate to b , consists of all lower triangular pm`nqˆpm`nq-super matrices. Therefore, the b -lowest weight of L λ is indeed the b L -highest weight, where the latter can be obtained by the group action of w m w n on the b -highest weight. By Proposition A.1, we immediately have When q is an indeterminate, the finite dimensional irreducible representations of U q pgl m|n q are similar to those of glpm|nq [37] . Here we only mention the results in Section A.1 using quantum language. We write U q pgl m|n q " U q pgl m|n , Π q for short. 
